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Abstract—In this paper, we have analyzed and modeled failure
probabilities (access-time failure, read/write failure, and hold failure) of synchronous random-access memory (SRAM) cells due to
process-parameter variations. A method to predict the yield of a
memory chip based on the cell-failure probability is proposed. A
methodology to statistically design the SRAM cell and the memory
organization is proposed using the failure-probability and the
yield-prediction models. The developed design strategy statistically sizes different transistors of the SRAM cell and optimizes
the number of redundant columns to be used in the SRAM array,
to minimize the failure probability of a memory chip under area
and leakage constraints. The developed method can be used in an
early stage of a design cycle to enhance memory yield in nanometer
regime.
Index Terms—Leakage, performance, random dopant fluctuation (RDF), robustness, synchronous random-access memory
(SRAM), yield.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE random variations in process parameters have emerged as a major design challenge in circuit design in the
nanometer regime [1]–[3]. The sources of the inter-die and the
intra-die variations in process parameters includes variations in
channel length, channel width, oxide thickness, threshold voltage, line-edge roughness, and random dopant fluctuations [the
random variations in the number and location of dopant atoms
in the channel region of the device resulting in the random
variations in transistor threshold voltage (RDF)] [1]–[5]. These
different sources of variations result in significant variation in
the delay and the leakage of digital circuits [1]–[5]. The interdie variation in a parameter [say threshold voltage (Vt )] modifies the value of that parameter of all transistors in a die in
the same direction (i.e., threshold voltage of all the transistors
either increase or reduce). This principally results in a spread
in the delay and the leakage, but does not cause a mismatch
between different transistors in a die. On the other hand, the
intra-die variations shift the process parameters of different
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transistors in a die in different directions (e.g., Vt of some
transistors increase whereas that of some others reduce). The
intra-die (or on-die) variations can be systematic (i.e., shift
in a parameter of one transistor depends on the shift of that
parameter of a neighboring transistor) or random (i.e., shifts
in a parameter of two neighboring transistors are completely
independent). An example of the systematic intra-die variation
can be the change in the channel length of different transistors
of a die that are spatially correlated. The RDF induced Vt
variation is a classic example of the random intra-die variation.
The systematic variation does not result in large differences
between the two transistors that are in close spatial proximity.
The random component of the intra-die variation can result in
a significant mismatch between the neighboring transistors in a
die [1]–[5].
In a static random-access memory (SRAM) cell, a mismatch in the strength between the neighboring transistors,
caused by intra-die variations, can result in the failure of the
cell [7]–[9]. For example, a cell failure can occur due to: 1) an
increase in the cell access time (access time failure); 2) unstable
read (flipping of the cell data while reading) and/or write
(inability to successfully write to a cell) operations (read/write
failure); or 3) failure in the data holding capability of the
cell (flipping of the cell data with the application of a supply
voltage lower than the nominal one) at the standby mode (hold
failure in the standby mode). Since these failures are caused
by the variations in the device parameters, these are known
as the parametric failures [8], [9]. There can also be hard
failures (caused by open or short) or soft failures due to soft
error. In this paper, we will concentrate only on the parametric
failures, and hereafter, by the word “failure,” we will refer
to the parametric failures. A failure in any of the cells in a
column of the memory will make that column faulty. In a
memory, the redundant columns are used to improve the fault
tolerance of the memory and when a column is detected as a
faulty one, it gets replaced by an available redundant column.
Thus, if the number of faulty columns in a memory chip is
larger than the number of available redundant columns, then
the chip is considered to be faulty (a similar argument holds
for the memory designed with the row redundancy). Hence, the
probability of failure of a cell is directly related to the yield
of a memory chip. Thus, the intra-die-variation-induced device
mismatch can significantly reduce the yield of a memory. As the
effect of the intra-die variations increases with the technology
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Fig. 1. SRAM cell.

scaling [1]–[5], analysis and reduction of the mismatch-induced
parametric failures in an SRAM cell is extremely necessary to
enhance the yield of a memory designed in nanoscaled complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) [8], [9]. In
this paper, we have analyzed and analytically modeled the different types of parametric failures (mentioned above) that can
occur in an SRAM cell.
Among the different sources of random intra-die variations,
the most significant one is the threshold-voltage (Vt ) variation
due to RDF. The impacts of random dopant effect are most pronounced in minimum-geometry transistors commonly used in
area-constrained circuits such as SRAM cells [7]. Hence, in this
work we have principally concentrated on the on-die random
variation in the threshold voltage of the different transistors in a
cell due to RDF. However, the analysis is equally applicable to
all the other sources of the intra-die variations such as channel
length, channel width, etc. Our analysis is primarily focused
on the random component of the intra-die variation. However,
we also have considered the effect of the correlation among
the threshold voltage of the different transistors in a cell to
understand the impact of the systematic variations.
The parametric variations, and in particular the Vt fluctuation
due to RDF, is a strong function of the size of different transistors in the cell [channel length (L), width (W )]. Hence, the
failure probability of a memory can be reduced by optimally
designing the size of different transistors. However, any such
optimization has to consider its impact on the overall area and
the leakage of the SRAM array. Moreover, the memory organization [i.e., number of rows (NROW ) and number of columns
(NCOL ) and the number of redundant columns (NRC )] also
have a strong impact on the memory-failure probability. Hence,
a statistical design of the SRAM cell and memory organization
is very important to reduce the memory-failure probability and
to improve the yield in nanoscaled SRAM.
In this paper, we have developed a statistical methodology
to design the size of the different transistors of an SRAM cell

and the memory organization, in order to reduce the memoryfailure probability considering on-die Vt variations, which are
constrained by the overall memory area and leakage power. In
particular, we have:
1) presented semianalytical models for the access time and
the read, write, and hold failures of a cell due to the on-die
random variation of transistor threshold voltages;
2) analyzed the effect of the correlation of the threshold voltages of different transistors on the failure probabilities;
3) developed a method to estimate the failure probability of
a memory (considering the memory architecture and the
number of redundant columns) and to predict the yield of
a memory chip;
4) presented a statistical analysis of the impact of circuit
(transistors sizing) and architecture (NROW , NCOL , and
NRC ) on the cell- and memory-failure probability;
5) proposed a statistical-design strategy to reduce the
memory-failure probability and improve the yield in
nanoscaled SRAM.
The statistical-design strategy is developed considering the
on-die threshold voltage (Vt ) variation, but can be extended to
consider on-die L and W variations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II briefly describes the different failure mechanisms in
an SRAM cell. The modeling of the different failure probabilities in an SRAM cell are explained in Section III. The models
developed in Section III are based on the complex short-channel
transistors models that require numerical solutions to estimate
the probability values. However, such a numerical solution
(although accurate) is computationally very expensive. Hence,
in Section IV, we have presented the analytical estimation of
the failure probabilities using simple long-channel transistor
models. The models using long-channel current models predict
the probabilities fast, but they are less accurate than the complete numerical solutions. In Section V, we have analyzed the
sensitivity of the failure probabilities to environmental conditions and transistor sizes. Section VI illustrates the statisticaldesign approach for SRAM. Finally, Section VII concludes the
paper.
II. M ECHANISMS OF F AILURE IN AN SRAM C ELL
On-die variations in the process parameters (e.g., threshold
voltage, channel length, channel width, etc., of transistors) result in the mismatch in the strength of the different transistors
in an SRAM cell. This device mismatch can result in the failure
of the SRAM cell. The parametric failures in an SRAM cell
(Fig. 1) are principally due to:
1) destructive read (i.e., flipping of the stored data in a cell
while reading—known as read failure);
2) unsuccessful write (inability to write to a cell—defined as
write failure);
3) an increase in the access time of the cell resulting in a
violation of the delay requirement—defined as accesstime failure;
4) the destruction of the cell content in standby mode with
the application of a lower supply voltage (primarily to
reduce leakage in standby mode)—known as hold failure.
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Unstable read, write, and hold operations: (a) read, (b) write, and (c) hold failure.

In this section, we briefly discuss the mechanisms of each of
these failures caused by the mismatch in the threshold voltage
(due to random intra-die variations) of the different transistors
in an SRAM cell.
A. Read Failure
While reading the cell shown in Fig. 1 (VL = “1” and
VR = “0”), due to the voltage divider action between AXR
and NR , the voltage at node R (VR ) increases to a positive
value VREAD . If VREAD is higher than the trip point of the
inverter PL − NL (VTRIPRD ), then the cell flips while reading
the cell [Fig. 2(a)] [11]. This represents a read-failure event. If
the strength of the access transistor (AXR ) is higher than that
of the pull-down N-type metal oxide semiconductor (NMOS)
transistor (NR ), the voltage division action between the two
transistors increases the voltage VREAD . A measure of the
relative strength of the AXR and NR is the ratio of the “ON”
current [known as the beta ratio (BRnpd−nax )] of these two
transistors and is given by
BRnpd−nax

βnpd
=
=
βnax

µeff Cox Wnpd
Lnpd
µeff Cox Wnax
Lnax

(1)

where µeﬀ is the effective mobility, Cox is the oxide capacitance (assumed to be same as the oxide thickness of both the
transistors are same), Wnax and Wnpd are the widths of the
access transistor and the pull-down NMOS, respectively, and
Lnax and Lnpd are the lengths of the access transistor and
the pull-down NMOS, respectively. A decrease in BRnpd−nax
increases VREAD , thereby facilitating read failure. Hence, while
designing an SRAM cell, the size of the access transistor is
usually reduced from that of the pull-down NMOS to increase
BRnpd−nax . However, such a design strategy does not consider
the effect of the parameter variation resulting in the random
variation in the strengths of different transistors. For example,
due to the random variation in the threshold voltage, a reduction
in the Vt of the access transistor (increase in strength) and
an increase in the Vt (reduction in strength) of the pull-down
NMOS results in an increase in the VREAD from its nominal
value (i.e., value designed by optimizing the beta ratio), thereby

resulting in a read failure. Similarly, the trip point of the inverter
PL − NL depends on the strengths of the pull-up P-type metal
oxide semiconductor (PMOS) and pull-down NMOS. Under
nominal condition, the cell is designed to have a weaker PMOS
(to facilitate writing, as we will explain in the next section)
that results in a lower value of VTRIP . Although the nominal
value of VTRIP is not less than the nominal value of VREAD ,
parameter variation can result in an increase in the Vt of PL
and/or reduction in the Vt of NL . This can lower VTRIP below
VREAD , thereby resulting in read failure. It should be noted that
the read failure is caused by the mismatch in the strength of the
different transistors (e.g., if strength of AXR increases, while
that of NR reduces). This mismatch can only be caused by
the effect of random intra-die variation and not by the interdie variation (inter-die variation will shift the threshold voltage
of all the transistors in the same direction). Hence, an increase
in the random intra-die variation can significantly increase the
read failure.
B. Write Failure
While writing a “0” to a cell storing “1,” the node VL gets
discharged through BL to a low value (VWR ) determined by
the voltage division between the PMOS PL and the access transistor AXL [11]. If VL cannot be reduced below the trip point
of the inverter PR − NR (VTRIPWR ) within the time when
word-line is high (TWL ), then a write failure occurs [Fig. 2(b)].
The discharging current (IL ) at node L is the difference in
the ON currents of the access transistor AXL (IAXL ) and the
PMOS PL (IPL ) (i.e., IL = IAXL − IPL ). Hence, a stronger
PMOS and a weaker access transistor can significantly slow
down the discharging process, thereby causing a write failure.
Thus, while designing the cell, the beta ratio between the access
transistor and the PMOS (BRnax−pup = βnax /βpup ) needs to
be designed (by upsizing the access and downsizing the pullup transistors) in such a way (BRnax−pup > 1) that under
nominal conditions, the write time is less than the word-line
turn-on time. However, the variation in the device strengths
due to random variations in process parameters can increase
the write time. For example, if Vt of PL reduces and that
of AXL increases, which can result in an increase in the
write-time thereby causing write failure. Hence, a proper static
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beta-ratio is not sufficient to reduce the write failure. Moreover,
upsizing the access transistor and/or downsizing the PMOS
transistors increases the read failure. Thus, an optimum design
of the size of the different transistors (considering the parameter
variation) is necessary to reduce the read and the write failures.
It should be noted that write failure is also primarily caused by
the mismatch in the strength in the transistors in a cell.
C. Access Time Failure
The cell access time (TACCESS ) is defined as the time required to produce a prespecified voltage difference (∆MIN ≈
0.1VDD ) between two bit-lines (bit-differential). If due to Vt
variation, the access time of the cell is longer than the maximum
tolerable limit (TMAX ), an access time failure is said to have occurred. Access failure is caused by the reduction in the strength
of the access and the pull-down transistors. Thus, access failure
limits the reduction in the size of the access transistor (required
to increase BRnpd−nax to reduce VREAD ). An increase in the
Vt of the access transistor and the pull-down NMOS (caused by
the process variation) can significantly increase the access time
from its nominal value thereby resulting in an access failure.
It should be noted that the access failure is caused by increase
in the Vt of AXR and/or Vt of NR . Thus, both intra-die and
inter-die variation in process parameters increase the access
failure.
D. Hold Failure
In the stand-by mode, the VDD of the cell is reduced to reduce
the leakage power consumption. However, if lowering of VDD
causes the data stored in the cell to be destroyed, then the cell
is said to have failed in the hold mode [15] [Fig. 2(c)]. As the
supply voltage of the cell is lowered, the voltage at the node
storing “1” (node L in Fig. 1) also gets reduced. Moreover, for
a low supply voltage (when PL is not strongly “ON”) leakage
of the pull-down NMOS NL reduces the voltage at node L,
even below the supply voltage applied to the cell. If the voltage
at the node L is reduced below the trip-point of the inverter
PR − NR , then flipping occurs and the data are lost in the hold
mode. The supply voltage to be applied in the hold mode is
chosen to ensure the holding of the data under nominal condition. However, variation in the process parameter can result in
the device mismatch causing hold failures. For example, if the
Vt of NL reduces while that of PL increases (which facilitates
the reduction of the voltage at node L from the applied supply
voltage) and/or Vt of NR increases, while that of PR reduces
(increase in the trip-point of PR − NR ) the possibility of data
flipping in the hold mode increases. Consequently, an increase
in the random intra-die variation can significantly increase the
hold-failure.
III. M ODELING OF F AILURE P ROBABILITIES
In an SRAM cell, mismatches in the device parameters (L,
W , Vt ) of different transistors (cause by intra-die variations)
result in different types of failures as explained in Section II.
Because of the small geometry of the SRAM cell, the principal

Fig. 3. Device characteristics. Discrete points represent the result obtained in
MEDICI simulation and the lines represent the results from the models.

source of the device mismatch is the intrinsic fluctuation of the
Vt of different transistors due to RDF [4]. As the transistors
in a cell are in very close spatial proximity, the effect of
mismatch in the channel length or width is small. Hence, in
this work we have considered the Vt variation due to RDF
as the major source of intra-die variation, while estimating
the probabilities of different failure events. However, the proposed method can also be extended to include other sources
of variations (such as L and W variations or the impact of
L and W variations can also be represented as an additional
contribution to the Vt variation). In this section, we will explain
the basic methodology used to model the different failure
probabilities.
The failure probabilities are estimated using an SRAM cell
designed with bulk CMOS transistors of 50-nm gate length
(Leﬀ = 25 nm). The transistors are designed using the twodimensional Gaussian doping profiles [11] and simulated using
the device simulator MEDICI [12]). In our analysis, we have
used the short-channel metal oxide semiconductor field effect
transistor (MOSFET) theory to model the current and the
threshold voltage considering the device geometry and doping
profile [3], [5]. Fig. 3 shows the Id − Vg characteristics of the
designed transistors. The leakage current models presented in
[10] are used to represent different leakage components.
While modeling the failure probabilities considering the
threshold voltage variations due to RDF, Vt fluctuations (δVt )
in the six transistors in an SRAM cell are considered as six
independent Gaussian random variables (mean = 0) [4]. The
assumption of the independent random variable is justified as
we have considered primarily the effect of RDF. The placement
and the number of dopants in the channel of one transistor
depend only on the geometry of that transistor and are independent of the placements and the number of dopants in the
channel of a neighboring transistor [4]. Thus, the Vt fluctuation
due to the RDF of one transistor does not depend on the Vt
fluctuation of any neighboring transistor. Hence, the δVt of the
cell transistors can be assumed as independent random variables [4]. However, we have also investigated the effect of the
correlation of δVt s of the cell transistors on the failure probabilities. The standard deviation of the Vt fluctuation (σVt ) due
to RDF depends on the manufacturing process, doping profile,
and the transistor sizing [6]. In the proposed method, σVt for a
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minimum-sized transistor (σVt 0 ) is an input parameter and the
dependence of σVt on the transistor size is given by [6]

σVt = σVt 0

Lmin
L



Wmin
.
W

The joint PDF Ny,z (y : µy , σy ; z : µz , σz ) is given by
Ny,z (y, z) =



(2)
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× exp −

1

2πσy σz 1 − ρ2
2

y−µz
y−µz
−
2ρ
σz
σz
2(1 −

A. Modeling Methodology
In this section, we will summarize the key mathematical
bases used to estimate the failure probabilities. Let us consider
y = f (x1 , . . . , xn ) as a function, where x1 , . . . , xn are independent Gaussian random variables with mean η1 , . . . , η2 and
standard deviation (STD) σ1 , . . . , σ2 . The mean (µy ) and the
STD (σy ) of the random variable y can be estimated as (using
multivariable Taylor-series expansion) [13]

=

n

i=1



 2
∂f (x1 , . . . , xn ) 
σi2 .

∂(xi )
ηi

(3)

∞
Ny (y : µy , σy )dy
y=Y0

Y0
=1 −
y=−∞

(4)

where Φy is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of y.
Let us assume y = f (x1 , . . . , xn ) and z = g(x1 , . . . , xn )
are two Gaussian random variables Ny (y : µy , σy ) and Nz (y :
µz , σz ), respectively. The probability of (y > Y0 and z > Z0 )
is given by

= 1 − P [(y ≤ Y0 ) + (z ≤ Z0 )]
= 1 − {P [y ≤ Y0 ] + P [z ≤ Z0 ]
−P [(y ≤ Y0 ) & (z ≤ Z0 )]}
= {P [y > Y0 ] + P [z > Z0 ] − 1} + Φy,z (Y0 , Z0 ) (5)
where Φy,z (y, z) is the joint CDF of y and z. Φy,z (Y0 , Z0 ) is
given by
Z0

Φ(Y0 , Z0 ) =

ρ2 )

2 

 . (7)

The correlation coefficient ρ can be computed as follows:
ρ=

E(yz) − µy µz
E(yz) − E(y)E(z)
=
σ(y)σ(z)
σy σz
1  ∂ 2 (f g) 2
σ
2 i=1 ∂(xi )2 i
n

E(yz) = f (η1 , . . . , ηn )g(η1 , . . . , ηn ) +

The above results will be used in this paper to estimate the
failure probabilities of different events.
B. Read Failure (RF )
As explained in Section II-A, read failure occurs when
during reading voltage at node R (VREAD ) increases to a value
higher than the trip-point of the inverter PL − NL (VTRIPRD )
[Fig. 3(a)] [14]. Hence, the read-failure probability (PRF ) is
given by
(9)

VREAD can be obtained by simultaneously solving Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) at node R and L, as given by
At R ≡ IdsatAXR + IgsAXR + IsubPR + IgdPR
+ IjnPR + IgdNR + IgdNL + IgdPL + IgsPL
= IdlinNR + IjnNR + IjnAXR ,
At L ≡ IdsNL + IjnNL + IgdNL + IgdPL
= IdsPL + IjnPL + IdlinAXL

P [(y > Y0 ) and (z > Z0 )]

Y0

z−µz
σz

PRF = P [VREAD > VTRIPRD ].

Ny (y)dy

= 1 − Φy (Y0 )

−

(8)

Assuming the probability distribution function (PDF) of y to
be also Gaussian [Ny (y : µy , σy )], the probability of (y > Y0 )
is given by

P [y > Y0 ] =




n 
∂ 2f
∂ 2g
1
∂f ∂g
= f0 g0 +
+ f0 2 σi2 .
g0 2 + 2
2 i=1
∂xi
∂xi ∂xi
∂xi


n
1  ∂ 2 f (x1 , . . . , xn ) 
2
µy = f (η1 , . . . , ηn ) +
 σi
2 i=1
∂(xi )2
ηi
σy2

z−µz
σz

(10)

where IdsatXX is the saturation current (from drain to source),
IdlinXX is the drain current at the linear region of operation,
IgsXX represents the gate-to-source component of the gate
leakage, IgdXX represents the gate-to-drain component of the
gate leakage, IsubXX represents the subthreshold leakage, and
IjnXX represents the junction leakage of the transistor XX
[where XX represents different cell transistors used in (10)].
Similarly, VTRIPRD can be obtained by solving [14]
IdsatNL (Vgate = VTRIPRD ,Vdrain = VTRIPRD ,Vsource = gnd)
≈ IdsatPL (Vgate = VTRIPRD ,Vdrain = VTRIPRD ,Vsource = VDD )

Ny,z (y : µy , σy ; z : µz , σz ) dydz.
y=−∞ z=−∞

+IdsatAXL (Vgate = VDD ,Vdrain = VDD ,Vsource = VTRIPRD ).

(6)
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Fig. 4. Variation of (a) VTRIP of PL − NL and (b) VREAD , with δVt applied to different transistors.

Fig. 5. Distributions of (a) VTRIP of PL − NL and (b) VREAD . The curves entitled Gaussian Model (Analytical) represent solutions explained in Section IV.
TABLE I
FAILURE-PROBABILITY ESTIMATIONS FOR DIFFERENT CELLS (MONTE CARLO ESTIMATION)

Fig. 4 shows that VTRIPRD [obtained using (11) and the
MEDICI simulation] is a linear function of independent random
variables: δVtNL and δVtPL . Similarly, VREAD [obtained using
(10) and the MEDICI simulation] is a linear function of independent random variables: δVtAXR and δVtNR . As explained
in Section II-A, VREAD increases if the strength of AXR
increases (VtAXR ↓=> IdsatAXR ↑) and/or that of NR reduces
(VtNR ↑=> IdlinNR ↓). On the other hand, VTRIPRD reduces
when the strength of PL reduces (VtPL ↑) and/or that of NL
increases (VtNL ↓). The PDF of VREAD [= NRD (vREAD )] and
VTRIP [= NTRIP (vTRIP )] can be approximated as Gaussian
distributions with the means and the variances obtained using
(3) [Fig. 5(a) and (b)]. PRF is given by
PRF = P [ZR ≡ (VREAD − VTRIPRD ) > 0] = 1 − ΦZR (0)
(12)

2
and σZR
= σV2 READ −
where ηZR = ηVREAD − ηVTRIP
2
σVTRIPD .
The estimated value of PRF closely follows the values obtained from Monte Carlo simulations (Table I).

C. Write Failure (WF )
Following the discussion in Section II-B, the write failure
occurs when, while writing a “0” to the node storing “1” (node
L in Fig. 1), the voltage at node L (VL ) is not reduced below the
trip-point of the inverter PR − NR (VTRIPWR ) within the time
when word-line is high (TWL ). The write-failure probability
(PWF ) is given by
PWF = P [(TWRITE > TWL )]
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Fig. 6. Variation and distribution of TWRITE with variation in δVt . (a) TWRITE variation with δVt , and (b) distribution of TWRITE . The curves entitled
Gaussian Model (Analytical) represent solutions explained in Section IV.

where TWRITE is the time required to pull down VL from VDD
to VTRIPWR . TWRITE is obtained by solving

closely matches the result using Monte Carlo simulations
(Table I).

TWRITE



 

  VTRIP

CL (VL )dVL
 , if (VWR < VTRIPWR )

I
(V
)−I
(V
)
L
L 
in(L)
out(L)
= V

 DD
∞,
if (VWR ≥ VTRIPWR )

D. Access-Time Failure (AF )

Iin(L) = current into L ≈ IdsPL , Iout(L)
= current out of L ≈ IdsAXL

(14)

where CL is the net capacitance at the node L. VWR
can be obtained by simultaneously solving KCL at node L
and R. VTRIPWR can be obtained by solving for the trippoint of the inverter PR − NR using (11). TWRITE obtained
using (14) closely matches the MEDICI simulation result with Vt variation of different transistors [Fig. 6(a)].
It can be observed that TWRITE increases if the strength
of AXL reduces (VtAXL ↑=> IdsAXL ↓) and/or that of PL
increases (VtPL ↓=> IdsPL ↑). Moreover, VTRIP (PR , NR ) reduces (thereby increasing TWRITE ) when the strength of PR
reduces (VtPL ↑) and/or that of NR increases (VtNR ↓). Hence,
TWRITE is a strong function of the random variables: δVtPL ,
δVtNR , δVtPR , and δVtAXR . Using (3), we can estimate the
mean (ηT W R ) and the standard deviation (σT W R ) and approximate its PDF as a Gaussian one (fWR (tWR )) [Fig. 6(b)].
However, most of the write-failures originate from the “tail”
of the distribution function. Hence, to improve the accuracy
of the model at the tail region, we can use a noncentral F
distribution [13]. Using the PDF (Gaussian/noncentral F) of
TWRITE [NWR (tWR )], PWF is given by

PAF = P (TACCESS > TMAX ).

NWR (tWR )d(tWR ) = 1 − ΦWR (TWL ).

(16)

While reading the cell storing VL = “1” and VR = “0”
(Figs. 1, 3), bit-line BR will discharge through AXR and NR
(by the current IBR ). Simultaneously, BL will discharge by the
gate leakage, the subthreshold leakage, and the junction leakage
of AXL of all the cells connected to BL (IBL ). The discharging
currents IBR and IBL are given by


IBR =IdsatAXR +
IBL =





IgdAXR(i) + IjnAXR(i)

(17a)

i=1,...,N



IgdAXL(i) + IjnAXL(i) + IsubAXL(i) (17b)

i=1,...,N

where N is the number of cells attached to a bit-line (or
column). Hence, TACCESS can be obtained by solving
VDD −∆V
BL −∆MIN

TACCESS =

CBR dVBR
IBR

VDD
VDD
−∆VBL

∞
PWF =

Access-time failure occurs if the access time of the cell
(TACCESS ) is longer than the maximum tolerable limit (TMAX )
(Section II-C). The probability of access-time failure (PAF ) of
a cell is given by

=

CBL dVBL
IBL

(18)

VDD

tWR =TWL

(15)
ΦWR (tWR ) represents the CDF of the probability distribution (Gaussian/noncentral F) [13]. PWF obtained using (15)

where CBR/BL is the bit-line capacitance that includes the
diffusion capacitance (Cjn ) of the access transistors and
the interconnect capacitances (CIC ). To simplify the above
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Fig. 7. Variation and distribution of TACCESS with variation in δVt : (a) TACCESS variation with δVt , and (b) distribution of TACCESS . The curves entitled
Gaussian Model (Analytical) represent solutions explained in Section IV.

calculation, we assume that IdsatAXR is constant (valid for
small ∆VBR since AXR is in saturation) and Igd , Ijn , and Isub
are constant at their values for VBL = VDD (valid for small
∆VBR and ∆VBL ). Hence, ∆VBR and ∆VBL are linear functions of time [Fig. 3(a)]. We further assume that CBL = CBR =
CB , IgdAXR(i) = IgdAXL(i) and IjnAXR(i) = IjnAXL(i) (since
they are not a strong function of Vt ). Using these assumptions,
TACCESS is given by

E. Hold Failure (HF )
A hold failure occurs if the minimum supply voltage that can
be applied to the cell in the hold mode (VDDHmin ), without
destroying the data, is higher than the designed stand-by mode
supply voltage (VHOLD ) (Section II-D). Thus, the probability
of hold failure (PHF ) is given by
PHF = P [VDDHmin > VHOLD ].

TACCESS

CBR CBL ∆MIN
=
CBL IBR − CBR IBL
CB ∆MIN

=
.
IdsatAXR −
IsubAXL(i)

(19)

i=1,...,N

Fig. 3(a) shows that during a nondestructive read operation, the voltage at node R quickly rises to VREAD and stays
stable at that value. Hence, to simplify (19), we first solve
(10) for VREAD and use that VREAD to evaluate TACCESS .
The access time given by (19) closely follows the MEDICI
simulation result [Fig. 7(a)]. From Fig. 7, it can be observed
that TACCESS increases with an increase in VtAXR and/or VtNR .
Hence, TACCESS principally depends on Vt of AXR and NR
that determines IdsatAXR . The total subthreshold leakage of the
cells associated with BL (i.e., ΣIsubAXL(i) ) is approximated
as N × E[IsubAXL ], where E[IsubAXL ] is the expected value
of IsubAXL considering random variation in δVtAXL . The PDF
of TACCESS can be approximated as a Gaussian one with the
mean (ηTAC ) and the standard deviation (σTAC ) obtained from
(3). Using the derived PDF [NTACCESS (tACCESS )], PAF can be
estimated as
∞
PAF =

Lowering the VDD of the cell (say VDDH represents the cell
VDD at the hold mode) reduces the voltage at the node storing
“1” (VL in Fig. 1). Due to leakage of NL , VL will be less than
VDDH for low VDDH . The hold failure occurs if VL < VTRIP
of PR − NR . Hence, VDDHmin can be obtained by numerically
solving
VL(VDDHmin , δVtPL , δVtNL ) = VTRIP(VDDHmin , δVtPR , δVtNR ).
(22)
The estimated value of VDDHmin , using (22), closely follows
the values obtained from MEDICI simulation [Fig. 8(a)]. From
Fig. 8(a), it can be observed that VL reduces as the strength
of NL increases (VtNL ↓) or that of PL reduces (VtPL ↑).
On the other hand, VTRIP (PR , NR ) increases as VtNR ↑ or
VtPR ↓. From (17), it is evident that VDDHmin is a function of
random variables: δVtPL , δVtNL , δVtPR and δVtNR . The distribution of VDDHmin [NVDDHmin (vDDHmin )] can be approximated
as a Gaussian one with mean and variance obtained using
(7) (a noncentral χ2 distribution improves the accuracy for
VDDHmin values close to 0) [Fig. 8(b)]. Hence, we can estimate
PHF as
∞

NTACCESS (tACCESS )d(tACCESS )
PHF =

tACCESS =TMAX

=1 − ΦTACCESS (TvMAX )

(20)

fVDDHmin (vDDHmin )d(vDDHmin )
VHOLD

= 1 − FVDDHmin (VHOLD ).
where ΦTACCESS (tACCESS ) is the CDF of TACCESS . PAF of
a cell using the model closely matches the one obtained using
Monte Carlo simulation (Table I).

(21)

(23)

The PHF obtained using (23) closely matches the result using
Monte Carlo simulations (Table I).
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Fig. 8. Variation and distribution of VHOLD . (a) VDDHmin variation with δVt , and (b) distribution of VDDHmin . In (a) δVt is applied in the directions:
δVtNR > 0, δVtPR < 0, δVtNL < 0, and δVtPL > 0. The curves entitled Gaussian Model (Analytical) represent solutions explained in Section IV.

TABLE II
ESTIMATION OF PROBABILITIES OF JOINT EVENTS

F. Estimation of Overall Cell Failure Probability (PF )
The overall failure probability is given by
Fig. 9. Variation of failure probability with σVT0 .

PF = P [Fail] = P [AF + RF + WF + HF ]
= PAF + PRF + PWF + PHF − P [AF RF ] − P [AF WF ]
− P [AF HF ] − P [RF WF ] − P [RF HF ] − P [WF HF ]
+ P [AF RF WF ] + P [AF RF HF ] + P [RF WF HF ]
+ P [WF HF AF ] − P [All].

(24)

Table II shows the direction in which δVt of different transistor has to move (δVt > 0 or δVt < 0) to cause each type of
failure. For example, let us consider the joint event (AF RF ).
It can be observed that among the four different ways of
causing read failure only δVtNR > 0 also causes the access-time
failure. An accurate estimate of the probability of joint events
is possible by constructing the joint PDF representing the two
events using the procedure given in (5). We have also assumed
that probabilities of simultaneous occurrence of more than
two events are negligible (≈ 0). The estimated probabilities
match the Monte Carlo results very closely (Table I). All of
the different failure probabilities increase significantly with an
increase in the sigma of Vt variation, as shown in Fig. 9 (for cell
C1 in Table I).
G. Estimation of Column and Memory-Failure
Probability (PCOL and PMEM )
The failure probability of a column (PCOL ) or row (PROW )
is defined as the probability that any of the cells in that column

(out of NROW cells) or row (out of NCOL cells) fails. Assuming
column redundancy, the probability of failure of a memory chip
(PMEM ) designed with NCOL number of columns and NRC
number of redundant columns, is defined as the probability that
more than NRC (i.e., at least NRC + 1) columns fail (similar
definition is applicable for row redundancy). Hence, PCOL and
PMEM can be given by
PCOL = 1 − (1 − PF )NROW
PMEM =

NCOL
+NRC

i=NRC +1



NCOL + NRC
i



i
× PCOL
(1 − PCOL )NCOL +NRC −i .

(25)

H. Effect of Correlation of Threshold Voltage
of Different Transistors
In the previous discussions, we have assumed the Vt of
different transistors in an SRAM cell are independent random
variables. This assumption is valid if we are considering the
Vt variation due to RDF [1]–[3]. However, in general, due to
the presence of systematic intra-die variations (e.g., Vt variation
due to channel-length variation), the Vt s of different transistors
can be correlated. In this section, we will investigate the impact
of such correlation on the failure probabilities. The proposed
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Fig. 10. Effect of correlation of Vt on the distribution of (a) VTRIPRD and (b) VREAD .

models in Section III-A can be easily extended to account for
the effect of correlation as shown below [13]

n
1  ∂ 2 f 
σ2
µy = f (η1 , . . . , ηn ) +
2 i=1 ∂(xi )2 ηi i
+

N
N


k=1 i=1;i=k

σy2

=

n

i=1

+2




∂ 2 f 
r(i,k) σi σk
∂xi ∂xk ηi ,ηk

 2
∂f 
σi2
∂(xi ) ηi

N
N


k=1 i=1;i=k



 
 
∂f 
∂f 
r(i,k) σi σk
∂xi ηi
∂xk ηk
(26)

where r(i,k) is the correlation coefficient between xi and xj .
Since all the transistors in a cell are in very close spatial proximity, we can assume the correlation coefficients among different
transistors are same, i.e., r(i,k) = r for all i and k. Although
the proposed model can handle different values of correlation
coefficients for different transistors, we have used the above
assumption to simplify the calculation. Fig. 10 shows that
the extended analytical model shown in (26) closely follows
the Monte Carlo distributions for VREAD and VTRIPRD in the
presence of correlation. The Gaussian model for TACCESS ,
TWRITE , and VHOLD also closely follow the corresponding
Monte Carlo distributions. It has been also observed that the
effect of the correlation on the mean value of VREAD , VTRIPRD ,
TACCESS , TWRITE , and VHOLD is not very significant, whereas
it has a stronger impact on the standard deviations of the abovementioned parameters.
It can be observed from the discussions in the previous
sections and from Table II that for read, write, and hold failures
to occur the threshold voltages of different transistors need to
shift in opposite directions. In other words, these three failures
are enhanced by the increase in the mismatch between the
Vt s of the transistors. For example, the read failure increases
if δVt of AXR becomes negative and δVt of NR becomes
positive, which increases VREAD . If δVt of AXR and δVt of
NR are completely uncorrelated (independent random variables with mean = 0) and δVtAXR < 0, δVt of NR has equal

probability of being positive or negative. On the other hand,
if they are positively correlated and δVtAXR < 0, δVt of NR
has a lower probability of being negative. This reduces the
probability of occurrence of a high value of VREAD . Similarly,
the probability of occurrence (δVtAXR > 0 and δVtNR < 0)
(i.e., low value of VREAD ) also reduces. Hence, the spread
of the distribution of VREAD reduces with an increase in the
correlation [Fig. 10(a)]. Similar reduction in the spread of
VTRIPRD is also observed with an increase in the correlation between δVtNL and δVtPL [Fig. 10(b)]. Consequently the standard
deviation of the variable Z = (VREAD − VTRIPRD ) reduces
with an increase in the correlation coefficient [Fig. 11(a)],
which results in a reduction of the read-failure probability
[Fig. 11(b)]. Since the write failure and the hold failure are
also enhanced by the mismatch between the transistor threshold
voltages, an increase in the correlation reduces both the write
and the hold failure probabilities [Fig. 11(b)] by decreasing
the standard deviation of TWRITE and VHOLD , respectively
[Fig. 11(a)]. However, increase in the correlation increases the
standard deviation of TACCESS [Fig. 11(a)], and hence, the
access-time failure probability [Fig. 11(b)]. This is because
of the fact that access-time failure is caused if δVtAXR > 0
and δVtNR > 0. The correlation between δVtAXR and δVtNR
increases the probability of occurrence of this event (i.e., if
δVtAXR > 0 due to positive correlation δVtNR has a higher
probability of being positive and vice-versa). Hence, an increase in the correlation coefficient increases the access time
failure probability.
In this section, we have analyzed the impact of the correlation
of the threshold voltage on the failure probabilities. It has been
observed that the read, write, and hold failures reduce with an
increase in the correlation whereas the access-time failure probability increases. However, due to extremely small geometry
of the SRAM cell, the effect of RDF on the threshold voltage
is very high in the cell transistors [4]. Hence, the correlation
between Vt s is expected to be small particularly for the SRAM
designed with the nanoscaled CMOS devices. In the rest of the
paper, we have neglected the effect of the correlation while
estimating the failure probabilities and proposing a statistical
approach for designing a robust memory. It should be noted
that neglecting the correlation results in an overestimation of
the read, write, and hold failures (i.e., pessimistic estimation)
and an underestimation of access time failure (i.e., optimistic
estimation).
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Fig. 11. Effect of correlation of Vt on (a) standard deviation of TACCESS , TWRITE , VREAD − VTRIPRD , and VHOLD ; and (b) failure probabilities. All
the values are normalized to their corresponding values for the completely uncorrelated case (i.e., correlation coefficient = 0). (a) Standard deviation versus
correlation. (b) Failure probability versus correlation.

IV. F AILURE -P ROBABILITY E STIMATION U SING S IMPLE
L ONG -C HANNEL T RANSISTOR M ODEL
In the estimation method described in the previous sections, the use of sophisticated short-channel transistor model
increases the accuracy. However, due to their complex nature,
these models require numerical solutions of (10), (11), (14),
(19), and (22) to obtain the failure probabilities (i.e., KCL at the
intermediate nodes need to be solved numerically). Numerical
solution increases the estimation time. Hence, to reduce the
computation cost, we have derived a set of analytical models to
estimate the failure probabilities using long-channel transistor
equations (with short-channel threshold-voltage model). These
analytical models (although less accurate) allow a fast estimation of the failure probabilities. These models are particularly
useful in the generation of a good initial guess for the statisticaloptimization problem discussed in Section VI. The numerical
models are used in the final optimization stage to ensure the
accuracy.

B. Estimation of Failure Probabilities
Using a simple square-law model to estimate the ON current through a transistor and neglecting the contribution of
the leakage currents, VREAD and VTRIPRD are obtained from
(assuming a short-channel Vth model)



βNL
VDD − VtPL + VtNL
βPL

VTRIPRD =
(28a)


βNL
1+
βPL
IdsatAXR ≡ 0.5βAXR (VWL − VREAD − VtAXR )2
= βNR (VDD − VtNR − 0.5VREAD ) VREAD
≡ IdlinNR .

(28b)

Assuming simplified square-law transistors models, the integration in (14) can be performed analytically as shown below
−VtAXL
VWL

TWRITE = CL

A. Long-Channel Transistor Equations

VDD

The long-channel transistor characteristics that are used in
deriving the analytical models are summarized below

Idsub = β(m − 1)


Idlin

kT
q

(Vgs − Vth )2
2m

µeﬀ Cox W
, Isub0 = β(m − 1)
β=
L

VtNR
+VtPL

+ CL

2

VWL −VtAXL




q(Vgs − Vth )
−qVds
× exp
1 − exp
mkT
kT

m 2 
β (Vgs − Vth )Vds − 2 Vds

=
and
Vds
1 + µveff
sat L

Idsat = β

dVL
IdsatAXL − IdlinPL



kT
q

2
(27)

where µeﬀ is the effective mobility, and m is the body effect coefficient (m = 1 + 3Tox /(Width of depletion region)).
In this work, we have used m and µeﬀ to match the MEDICI
simulation result as closely as possible.

V
TRIP

+ CL
VtNR +VtPL

dVL
IdlinAXL − IdlinPL

dVL
.
IdlinAXL − IdsatPL

(29)

The analytical model for access-time failure can be obtained
by using the solution of the VREAD from (28b). The estimated
value of VREAD can be used to determine the saturation current of a transistor with VGS = VDD − VREAD , VDS = VDD −
VREAD , and VBS = −VREAD (in this step, we can use shortchannel saturation-current model also as we need to estimate
the current for one bias point only). This allows an analytical
estimation of TACCESS in (19).
In order to obtain an estimate of hold voltage (VDDHmin ),
let us assume at VDD = VDDH , that all transistors are in subthreshold region. The current of AXL can be neglected due
to its small Vds drop. Using these assumption and neglecting
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Fig. 12. Impact of (a) supply-voltage drop and (b) temperature increase on the failure probability.

the contribution of the gate leakage and the junction leakage
currents (as VDD is low), the KCL at node L becomes
IdNL = IdPL



⇒ βNL (mn − 1) exp




VR − VtNL
mn v T




−VL
vT


VDDH − VR − VtPL
= βPL (mp − 1) exp
mp v T



VL − VDDH
× 1 − exp
vT
× 1 − exp

⇒ Analytical solution for VL .

(30)

Since node R is storing “0,” due to large Vds for PR and AXR
[neglecting the exp(−Vds /vT ) term in their current equations],
the KCL at node R can be approximated as
IdNR = IdPR + IdAXR
⇒ βNR (mn − 1) exp






VL − VtNR
mn v T




V. S ENSITIVITY A NALYSIS OF F AILURE P ROBABILITY
A. Impact of Supply Voltage (VDD ) and Temperature

−VR
vT


VDDH − VL − VtPR
= βPR (mp − 1) exp
mp v T


−VR − VtAXR
+ βAXR (mn − 1) exp
vT
× 1 − exp

⇒ Analytical solution for VR .

ulation result and the numerical models reasonably closely
(Figs. 5–8). It should be remembered that, although the currents
are estimated using the long-channel equations, the threshold voltage is still evaluated using the short-channel model,
which increases the accuracy. Moreover, the values of VREAD ,
VTRIPRD , TWRITE , and VHOLD depend on the relative magnitude of different current components and not on the absolute
values of the currents. For example, VREAD depends on the
relative strength of IdsatAXR and IdlinNR . Thus, the error
introduced by using the long-channel model in the estimation of
VREAD is less than the error introduced in the magnitudes of the
currents themselves. Due to these reasons, use of the simplified
long-channel current models does not introduce high errors in
the estimation of the failure probabilities. Thus, these simplified
models can be used to generate preliminary estimation of the
failure probabilities. However, the analytical models developed
here neglect the contributions of the leakage currents while
determining the node voltages [e.g., see (10), (11), (14)]. As the
magnitude of the leakage currents increases, the error in these
simplified models also becomes higher.

(31)

In the above equation, the mn of AXR is approximated to 1,
in order to be able to derive an analytical solution for VR .
Assuming initial values of VL = VDDH and VR = 0, the above
equations can be iteratively solved to find the solution for VL
and VR and therefore to decide whether the cell fails (flips)
at the assigned supply voltage. The minimum hold voltage
(VDDHmin ) can be found by a binary search.
The simplified analytical models of VREAD , VTRIPRD ,
TWRITE , TACCESS , and VHOLD match the Monte Carlo sim-

A drop in the supply voltage increases the cell failure probabilities. [Fig. 12(a)]. The impact of supply voltage drop is most
significant for the access-time failure. The derived model can
also be extended to include VDD of a cell as an independent
Gaussian random variable. Fig. 12(b) shows that the failure
probabilities increase with an increase in the temperature. The
impacts of temperature increase are more severe on the accesstime failure and the write failure because of: 1) reduction in
the ON current of the access transistors; and 2) increase in the
junction capacitances.
B. Transistor Size and Cell-Failure Probability
The length and width of different transistors of the cell (i.e.,
Lnax , Wnax , Lnpd , Wnpd , Lpup , and Wpup ,) impact the cellfailure probability principally by modifying: 1) the nominal values of TACCESS , VTRIP , and VREAD , TWRITE , and VDDHmin ;
2) the sensitivity of these parameters to Vt variation, thereby
changing the mean and the variance of these parameters; and
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Fig. 13. Impact of transistor size on distributions of TACCESS . (a) Mean of TACCESS . (b) Standard deviation of TACCESS .

Fig. 14. The impact of (a) width (Wnax ) and (b) length (Lnax ) of access NMOS transistor on failure.

Fig. 15. The impact of (a) width (Wpup ) and (b) length (Lpup ) of pull-up PMOS transistor on the failure.

3) the standard deviation of the Vt variation [see (2)]. For
example, Fig. 13 shows that along with the nominal value, the
mean and the standard deviation of TACCESS significantly vary
with Wnpd and Wnax . In this section, we study the impact of
variation of strength of different transistors on the cell-failure
probability. Fig. 14 shows that a weak access transistor (small
Wnax and/or large Lnax ) reduces PRF (VREAD decreases);
however, it increases PAF and PWF (Fig. 14) and has very small
impact on PHF . Reducing the strength of the PMOS pull-up
transistors (by decreasing Wp or increasing Lp ) reduces PWF
(reducing IdsPL ), but increases PRF (lowers VTRIPRD ). PAF
does not depend strongly on PMOS strength (Fig. 15). PHF
improves with an increase in Wp or a reduction in Lp as node L

is more strongly coupled to the supply voltage (VL → VDDH )
(Fig. 15). Increasing Wnpd (and/or reducing Lnpd ) increases
the strength of pull-down NMOS transistors (NL and NR ). This
reduces PRF (VREAD ↓) and PAF by increasing the strength of
NR (Fig. 16). Increase in width of NR has little impact on PWF .
Although it slightly increases the nominal value of TWRITE ,
the reduction of σVT of NR [see (2)] tends to reduce σTWRITE
and hence PWF remains almost constant (Fig. 16). However,
increasing Lnpd reduces both TWRITE (by increasing the trippoint of PR − NR ) and σVT of NR [see (2)], which results in
a significant reduction in PWF (Fig. 16). An increase in the
VTRIP of PR − NR initially reduces PHF with the increase
in the strength of NR (i.e., higher Wnpd or lower Lnpd ).
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Fig. 16. The impact of strength of pull-down NMOS transistor on the failure probabilities: (a) width (Wnpd ); (b) Length (Lnpd ).

Fig. 17. Variation of SNM and failure probability with (a) width of the access transistors; and (b) normalized cell area.

However, a higher width of NL (or lower Lnpd ) reduces VL
(from the applied VDDH ) due to an increase in the leakage of
NL . Consequently, a very high Wnpd (or low Lnpd ) increases
the PHF (Fig. 16).
Due to the variation in the failure probability, the choice of
the transistor sizes has a strong impact on the yield. Hence,
it can be concluded that a statistical approach to the design
of transistor sizes is necessary to maximize the yield. The
derived failure-probability models can be effectively used for
such statistical optimizations.

the proposed models, it is observed that SNM does not have a
strong relationship with the parametric failure of the memory.
Consequently, an increase in the SNM does not necessarily
reduce the overall failure probability and an SNM-based analysis of the cell does not directly correspond to the memoryfailure probability and the yield. Hence, a statistical analysis
and design of the cells and memory structure is necessary to
ensure acceptable yield in nanometer regimes.

C. Static-Noise Margin and Cell-Failure Probability

A. SRAM Yield-Estimation Model

The static-noise margin (SNM) of a cell is often used as a
measure of the robustness of an SRAM cell against flipping [4].
However, an increase in SNM makes the cell difficult to write
by increasing its data-holding capability, which increases write
failures. For example, reducing the size of the access transistor
improves the SNM [4]. On the other hand, reducing Wnax decreases read-failure probability, but increases the write-failure
probability [Fig. 17(a)]. Hence, the size of Wnax that results
in a maximum SNM does not correspond to minimum-failure
probability [Fig. 17(a)]. Moreover, increasing the size of all the
transistors in a cell by the same factor does not modify the
SNM. However, an increase in the size of all the transistors in
a cell considerably reduces its failure probability by reducing
the standard deviation of the Vt variation [Fig. 17(b)]. Using

The hierarchy of the failure probabilities in an SRAM array
is shown in Fig. 18. We first estimate the failure probability
of a cell (PF ) [see (24)]. The cell failure probability (PF ) is
used to determine the probability of failure of a column (PCOL )
using the total number of cells in that column (i.e., column
length) [see (25)]. The estimated value of PCOL is then used
to calculate the failure probability of a memory array (PMEM ).
The memory-failure probability depends on the number of
actual columns (NCOL ) and the redundant columns (NR )
[see (25)]. The memory-failure probability is directly related
to the yield of the memory chip. To estimate the yield, we
have used Monte Carlo simulations for inter-die distributions
of L, W , and Vt (assumed to be Gaussian). For each inter-die
value of the parameters (say LINTER , WINTER , and VtINTER )

VI. S TATISTICAL D ESIGN OF THE SRAM A RRAY
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Fig. 19. Variation of yield with σVT0 . The results are obtained using cells C1
and C2 shown in Table I.

Fig. 18. Memory hierarchy and failure probability.

we estimate PF , PCOL , and PMEM considering the intra-die
distribution of δVt . Finally, the yield is defined as

 
PMEM (LINTER , WINTER , VtINTER )

Yield = 1 −  INTER
NINTER
(32)
where NINTER is the total number of inter-die Monte Carlo
simulations (i.e., total number of chips). An increase in the
intra-die variation (i.e., σVT0 ) increases the memory-failure
probability, thereby reducing the yield (Fig. 19). In this estimation, we have assumed a standard deviation of 7% for interdie distribution of L, W , and Vt , N = 32 cells per column,
NCOL = 512, NRC = 24.
As observed in Section V, the cell-failure probabilities are
dependent on memory-cell configurations including transistor
sizing. Hence, proper choice of the size of the cell transistors
has a strong impact on the memory yield [Fig. 20(a)]. Yield
also depends strongly on the design of the memory architecture. Increasing the number of cells in a column (column
length or number of rows) increases the cell-failure probability
(particularly PAF as CBL and IBL increases in (19), resulting in higher TACCESS ). Moreover, PCOL , and hence PMEM ,
increases significantly with the column length [see (25)].
However, for a constant memory size, increasing column length
reduces the number of columns, which tends to reduce PMEM
(assuming a constant redundancy). Fig. 20(b) shows the variation of column-failure probability, the memory-failure probability, and yield of a 2-kB cache with the column length (number
of redundant columns kept constant). It can be observed that
yield strongly depends on the column length. Therefore, the
memory yield is also impacted by memory architecture. Hence,
the cell configurations and the memory architecture can be
optimized for maximizing memory yield.
In order to improve the yield of the memory, the memoryfailure probability (PMEM ) needs to be minimized. From (25),
it can be observed that PMEM depends on: 1) length (Lnax ,
Lnpd , Lpup ) and width (Wnax , Wnpd , Wpup ) of the transistors
in the cell that determine PF ; 2) number of cells in a row (i.e.,
number of rows NROW ), which determines PCOL ; and 3) number of actual columns (NCOL ) and the number of redundant
columns (NRC ). It should be noted that NCOL and NROW are

not independent since NCOL × NROW = size of the memory.
However, NROW and NCOL are principally determined by
the memory architecture (e.g., memory pitch, complexity of
column and row decoder, etc.). Any modifications of NCOL
and NROW have to consider their impact on architecturallevel parameters, such as memory pitch, complexity of column
and row decoder, etc. Thus, to simplify the present design
problem, we have not considered NROW and NCOL as design
parameters. Minimization of PMEM has to consider the impact
on the total leakage and the total area (AMEM ). In the following
section, we present the models we have used to estimate the
leakage and the area of an SRAM array.
B. Statistical Estimation of Leakage in SRAM
The leakage current in SRAM cell is the major contributor
to the power in the SRAM cell array. Hence, the optimization
of the cell structure has to consider its impact on the cell
leakage. The total leakage in a cell principally consists of the
subthreshold leakage, the gate leakage, and the junction bandto-band tunneling leakage through different transistors in the
cell (Fig. 1) [10]. Considering all of the different components,
the total leakage of the cell can be computed as
Isub = IsubAXR + IsubNL + IsubPR
Ijn = 2IjnAXL + IjnAXR + IjnNL + IjnPR
Igate = IgdAXL + IgsAXL + IgdAXR + IgdPR
+ IgdNR + IgsNR + IgdPL + IgsPL + IgdNL
Ileak = Isub + Ijn + Igate .

(33)

We have used the leakage current expressions presented in
[10] to evaluate different leakage components and the total
cell leakage. However, the Vt variation in the transistors of a
cell results in significant variation in the leakage (particularly,
the subthreshold leakage) of the cell. The mean (µLCELL )
and the standard deviation (σLCELL ) of the leakage of a cell
considering RDF-induced Vt fluctuation can be obtained using
the process described in (3). Since the subthreshold leakage
is an exponential function of the threshold voltage, we have
assumed a lognormal PDF to describe the distribution of the
cell leakage [13]. Fig. 21 shows that the lognormal distribution
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Fig. 20. Impact of (a) circuit (transistor size) and (b) architecture [number of row (column length) and number of columns] on yield. In (b), transistor sizes were
chosen to maximize yield following (a). (σVT0 = 20 mV).

Fig. 21. Distributions leakage of SRAM cell (Ileak ).

model with the mean and the standard deviation estimated using
(3) closely follows the Monte Carlo simulation results. Considering the different cells to be independent identical random
variables, (i.e., the mean and the standard deviation of the
leakage of all the cells are same) the total SRAM array leakage
is given by

ILeakMem =

NCELLS

i=1



NROW (NCOL +NRC )

Ileak =

Ileak

(34)

i=1

where Ileak is the random variable representing the leakage of a
cell. Applying the Central Limit Theorem [13], the distribution
of the total leakage can be approximated as a Gaussian
one with the mean (µL ) and the standard deviation (σL )
given by
2
2
= NCELLS σLCELL
.
µL = NCELLS µLCELL and σL

(35)

To consider the effect of leakage distribution in the statistical
design of the SRAM array, we have defined the probability
(PL ) that the total memory leakage will meet a given leakage
bound as
PLeakMem = P (ILeakMem ≤ ILMAX )


ILMAX − µLMEM
=Φ
.
σLMEM

(36)

Fig. 22.

SRAM cell layout.

C. Area Estimation of SRAM
Using the layout shown in Fig. 22 [16], the total cell area can
be computed as
Xcell = 5λ + 2 max(3λ, Wnax ) + 2 max(Lnpd , Lpup )
Ycell = 9λ + max(3λ, Wpup ) + max(3λ, Wnpd ) + Lnax
Acell = Xcell × Ycell

(37)

where λ is the minimum feature size of a technology. In our
model, λ ≈ Lmin = 50 nm. Although, there are different types
of layout possible for the SRAM cell, we have only considered
the one shown in Fig. 22 for the sake of simplicity. The total
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memory area, including the area of the redundant columns, is
given by
Aactual = NROW NCOL Acell
Aredundant = NROW NRC Acell
AMEM = Aactual + Aredundant
= NROW (NCOL + NRC )Acell

(38)

where Aactual is the required memory area (given by the memory size) and Aredundant is the area overhead of the redundant
columns.
D. Statistical-Design Procedure
In order to improve the yield of an SRAM array under parameter variation, we have developed a statistical-design method
to reduce the memory-failure probability under the area, the
performance, and the leakage constraints. In the proposed
method, the size of the different transistors in a cell and the
number of redundant columns in an array is properly chosen to
minimize the memory-failure probability. The proposed design
method can be formulated as a minimization problem as shown
below
Minimize PMEM = f (X)
where X ≡ [ Lnax Wnax Lnpd Wnpd Lpup Wpup NRC ]
Subject to :
PLeakMem ≥ PLeakMin
AMEM ≤ Maximum Area (AMAX )
E[TAC ] = µTACCESS
≤ Maximum access time mean (µTAC−MAX )
For all the parameters : {XMIN } ≤ {X} ≤ {XMAX }.

(39)

This is essentially a nonlinear optimization problem with
nonlinear constraints. The upper bound on the mean-access
time is given to ensure that robustness of the memory has
not been achieved by significantly sacrificing the performance.
It should be noted that the total memory area (i.e., actual +
redundant cell area) is used as a constraint instead of only
the cell area. This allows the tradeoff between the area of the
individual cells and the amount of memory redundancy. Also,
in order to consider the effect of leakage distribution, we have
used a lower bound on the probability that the leakage will be
less than the maximum allowable limit, as a constraint (instead
of using a deterministic leakage bound).
Fig. 23 shows the basic steps of the proposed design process.
It should be noted that NRC (number of redundant columns)
can have only discrete integer values. As we have considered redundancy only to correct the parametric failures, we

Fig. 23. Statistical-design procedure of SRAM.

allow the minimum value of NRC to be zero [it should be
noted that there can be other kinds of failures (e.g., hard
short or open soft error) that will require NRCmin > 0]. The
upper bound of NRC is determined using (37) and (38) as
shown below:

Xcellmin = 5λ + 6λ + 2λ = 13λ
Ycellmin = 9λ + 3λ + 3λ + λ = 16λ
Acellmin = (Xcellmin )(Ycellmin )
NRCmax =
=

AMEM − NROW NCOL Acellmin
Acellmin NROW
AMEM
− NCOL .
Acellmin NROW
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Fig. 24. Optimization procedure using DLM.

The minimization of PF requires the estimation of the joint
probabilities given in (5), which are computationally expensive.
However, it should be noted that
PF = P [AF + RF + WF + HF ]
≤ PAF + PRF + PWF + PHF = PFMOD .

(41)

This allows us to minimize PFMOD instead of minimizing
PF . Thus, the minimization problem in step 4 in Fig. 23 can be
formulated as
Minimize f (X) = PFMOD
Wnax Lnpd Wnpd Lpup Wpup ]


Acell
Subject to : h1 (X) =
−1≤0
Acellmax (i)


PLeakMin
−1≤0
h2 (X) =
PLeakPower


µTAC
h3 (X) =
− 1 ≤ 0.
(42)
µTAC−MAXr

where H is a continuous transformation function satisfying H(y) = 0, if y = 0 [realized as H(y) = y 2 ] and λ =
{λ1 , λ2 , λ3 } are the Lagrange multipliers.
It can be observed from Fig. 23 that the complexity of the
proposed design flow has a polynomial dependence on the
memory size. To understand this, let us analyze the dependence
of the complexity of different steps of the proposed flow on the
memory size (say, MSize = NCOL × NRC ). First, it should be
noted that in the proposed design flow, the number of loops
required to find the optimum number of redundant columns
(NRC_opt ) increases linearly with an increase in the number
of memory columns. Let us now analyze the dependence of the
complexity of different steps in the main loop on the memory
size. The complexity of the estimation of PMEM depends
linearly on NCOL [see (25)]. Moreover, Acellmax reduces in
successive iterations of the loop (due to increase in NRC ).
A reduction in Acellmax reduces the feasible solution space
for {Lnax , Wnax , Lnpd , Wnpd , Lpup , Wpup } (i.e., all possible
values of the length and widths of the transistors that satisfy the area constraint). This suggests that the complexity of
the minimization problem of PFMOD reduces in successive
iterations (due to a reduction in Acellmax ). To simplify the
analysis, we assume that the complexity of PFMOD minimization depends linearly on Acellmax . Hence, the complexity of
the design (CDesign ) flow with respect to the memory size is
given by
CDesign
NRC_min

=

where X = [ Lnax

The above problem can be solved using Lagrange multiplierbased algorithm [17], [18]. It should be noted that the parameters Lnax , Wnax , Lnpd , Wnpd , Lpup , and Wpup can be
considered both as continuous (i.e., any width and length larger
than the minimum dimension λ is allowed) and discrete (i.e.,
only a finite set of discrete values of L and W are allowed).
In this work, we have considered the discrete-variable space
(to account for the minimum limit on the lithographic controllability of L and W ). To solve the discrete space Lagrangian
problem, we have used the Discrete Lagrangian method (DLM)
described in [17]. The basic steps of this procedure are summarized in Fig. 24. In the described DLM process, inequality
constraints are converted into the equality constraints using the
function: hi (X) = max(hi (X), 0). Ld (x, λ) is the generalized
augmented Lagrangian function [17], defined as
 
1
T
(43)
Ld (x, λ) = f (x) + λ H (h(x)) +
h(x) 2
2







NRC (i)=1
NRC_min

=



NRC (i)=1


O(NCOL )
# $% &

+

PMEM Computation



O(Acellmax )
#
$%
&




PFMOD Minimization



kMSize
O(NCOL ) + O √
MSize NRC (i) + MSize )

where Acellmax =

AMAX
NROW (NRC (i) + NCOL )

(44)

where for simplicity, we assume AMAX = kMSize and
NROW = NCOL = MSize . Simplifying the above equation, we
get [18]
CDesign ≤ O(NCOL NRC_min )
√



NRC_min + MSize
√
+O NRC_min k MSize ln
MSize
⇒ CDesign ≤ O(NCOL NCOL ) ≤ O(MSize )
'
(
∵ NRC_min = O(NCOL ) = O( MSize ) .

(45)

The above analysis shows that the complexity of the proposed design flow has a linear dependence on the memory size.
E. Results and Discussions
The statistical-design methodology described in the previous
section is used to optimize the cell structure and the use of
redundancy to minimize the memory-failure probability. We
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TABLE III
RESULTS OF STATISTICAL DESIGN

Fig. 25. Modification of different failure probabilities by statistical-design
strategy.

have applied the developed design methodology to an SRAM
cell given in [19]. The cell was originally designed in 250 nm
and was scaled down to the 50-nm node. It is observed that
application of the cell optimization successfully reduces the
failure probability and improves yield (Table III). To understand
how the optimization reduces the cell-failure probability, let us
consider Fig. 25, which shows the read, write, access, and hold
failure probabilities of the initial cell (i.e., scaled-down version
of the cell from [19]) and the statistically designed cell. It can be
observed from the figure that the initial cell had a large read and
access failure, whereas write failure was low. This is because
of the fact that, to improve the beta ratio between the pull-up
PMOS and access transistor (to facilitate writing), the initial
cell was designed with a longer PMOS. However, as explained
in Section V, a weaker PMOS tends to increase the read failure
and hold failure (Fig. 15). Hence, the optimization reduces the
length of the PMOS resulting in a lower read and hold failure.
The extra area obtained from reducing the length of the PMOS
is used in increasing the width of the pull-down NMOS, which
simultaneously improves the access failure (also reduces the
access time) and read failure. However, the width of the NMOS
cannot be increased arbitrarily as that would increase the hold
failure by increasing the leakage through NL (as explained in
Section V). It should be noted that reduction in the channel
length of the PMOS transistors results in an increase in the
mean value of leakage. Hence, it can be observed that a statistical design of the SRAM cell can significantly improve the
design yield.
The proposed design strategy allows to trade off between
the redundancy area and the active cell area. Reducing the
number of redundant columns allows more area for each of the
actual cells. This reduces the failure probability of the cells,
thereby reducing PMEM . On the other hand, from (25) it can
be observed that reducing NRC will tend to increase PMEM .
Fig. 26 shows the variation of PMEM with the variation of NRC ,
considering constant AMEM . It can be observed that increasing
the redundancy beyond a certain point increases the memoryfailure probability. Thus, increasing the redundancy at the cost
of the silicon area does not necessarily reduce the memoryfailure probability. It should be further noted that with the
application of a higher value of the σVt 0 , the optimized value
of the redundancy (that minimizes failure probability) reduces.
This indicates that with larger amount of variations, design of
robust cell (with larger area) is more effective in reducing the
failure probability (improving yield) as compared to increasing
the number of redundant columns (at the cost of reducing the
cell area). It should be noted that, in this analysis, we have

Fig. 26. Impact for number of redundant columns (NRC ) on memory yield
under area constraint.

neglected the area required to implement the repair circuit that
replaces the faulty columns with the redundant ones. The area
required for the repair circuit also increases with an increase in
the number of redundant columns. The effect of repair circuit
area can be considered in the design flow presented in Fig. 23
by modifying the estimation of maximum area available for the
cells in each iteration [i.e., Acellmax (i)] as
Acellmax (i) =

AMAX − Arepair
NROW (NCOL + NRC )

(46)

where Arepair increases with an increase in NRC (i.e Arepair ∝
NRC .
It should be noted that the consideration of the repair circuit
area will further reduce the optimum number of redundant
columns. This is due to the fact that the repair circuit area
increases with an increase in the number of redundant columns,
thereby reducing the area available for the cells (i.e., cellfailure probability increases). It should be noted that in this
work, we have considered only column (or row) redundancy.
However, the combined row and column redundancy scheme
is also used for yield improvements [20]–[25]. Although the
tradeoff between the actual and the redundant area will still be
valid for the combined redundancy scheme, the exact analysis
of the combined scheme is more complex [20]–[25]. In the
Appendix, we presented a simplified method to incorporate
the combined redundancy scheme in the proposed design flow.
The principal modification required is in the method by which
the memory-failure probability (PMEM ) is estimated from the
column (PCOL ) and row (PROW ) failure probabilities [i.e., (25)
in case of either row or column redundancy].
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VII. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we have analyzed different failure mechanisms in an SRAM cell, namely read, write, access, and hold
failures, due to intra-die variation in the transistor threshold
voltage. We have developed semianalytical models to estimate the probabilities of different failure events. The derived
models can include the correlations of threshold voltages of
transistors in the SRAM cell. The cell-failure probability is
estimated using the probability of failure of individual events.
Using the cell-failure probability, we have developed a set
of models to estimate the probability of failure of an SRAM
array. The derived memory failure probability model considers
the architecture of the array and the use of redundancy. The
cell and memory-failure probability models have been used
to predict the yield of memory at an early stage of a design.
Using the proposed models, we have shown that to predict the
performance of an SRAM cell under parametric variations, a
failure probability-based analysis is necessary. The proposed
models are used for the statistical design and optimization of
memory, which is necessary for maximizing yield in nanometer
regimes. The developed design approach simultaneously optimizes the transistor sizes and the use of redundancy, to enhance
the memory yield. It has been observed that under large parametric variation, increasing the number of redundant elements
(at the cost of cell area) may not improve the design yield.
The proposed statistical-modeling and design approach provide an integrated circuit and architecture level-design strategy
for yield enhancement in nanoscale SRAMs.

Fig. 27. Combined row and column redundancy and memory-failure
probability.

The worst case fault map for the combined-redundancy
scheme occurs when none of the faulty cells share any row
or column with any other faulty cells (i.e., all the faulty cells
are orthogonal [24]). Under this condition, either one redundant
column or one redundant row is required to replace one faulty
cell. Hence, the upper bound on the memory-failure probability
[PMEM (upper)] is given by
N
ORTH

PMEM (upper) =



i=NRR +NRC +1

A PPENDIX
E STIMATION OF M EMORY -F AILURE P ROBABILITY
C ONSIDERING C OMBINED R OW AND
C OLUMN R EDUNDANCY
To improve the yield of memory array using redundancy,
the use of combined row and column redundancy has been
proposed [20]–[25]. Fig. 27 shows the schematic of the memory array considering the combined-redundancy scheme. An
exact estimation of the memory-failure probability considering
combined redundancy is complex and requires knowledge of
the information of fault location [20]–[25]. This is because of
the fact that, whether a memory chip with a certain number
of faults can be repaired by using redundancy depends on the
location of the faulty cells [20]–[25]. In [21]–[24], authors have
described different methods for repairing memory array using
combined redundancy based on the fault-location information.
However, at the design phase the information on fault location
is not available and hence cannot be used to estimate memoryfailure probability. In [25], authors have proposed a method
for the evaluation of memory failure by enumerating the different fixable failure events (i.e., fault maps that can be fixed
using combined redundancy), which can be integrated into the
proposed estimation models and design strategy. However, it
will increase the complexity of estimation of PMEM . Hence,
we propose to use simple lower and upper bounds on PMEM
(assuming certain fault locations) for the initial estimations of
PMEM in the design step presented in Fig. 23.


NORTH i
PF (1 − PF )NORTH −i
i
(A.1)

where NORTH (= min{NCOL + NRC , NROW + NRR }) is the
total number of orthogonal cells in the array.
On the other hand, the best-case fault map occurs if the
faulty cells tend to be concentrated either in a column or in
a row. This requires a smaller number of redundant columns
(or rows) to correct a large number of faulty cells. A column
(or row) definitely needs to be replaced if the number of faulty
cells in that column (or row) is more than the total number of
redundant row (or column). We define such a column (row) as
a must-replace column (row) [23], [24]. The probability that a
column (PCOLMR ) or row (PROWMR ) is a must-replace one is
given by
PCOLMR =

NROW
+NRR




i=NRR +1

PROWMR

NROW + NRR
i



× PFi (1 − PF )NROW +NRR −i

NCOL
+NRC 

NCOL + NRC
=
i
i=NRC +1

× PFi (1 − PF )NCOL +NRC −i .

(A.2)

A memory with only must-replace columns or rows is a
faulty one if the number of must-replace columns (NMRCOL )
is greater than the number of redundant columns or the number
of must-replace rows (NMRROW ) is greater than the number of
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redundant rows. This describes the fault map that results in the
lower bound on PMEM and given by
PMEM (lower) =P [(NMRCOL > NRC )
∪(NMRROW > NRR )]

[12]
[13]

≥ max {P (NMRCOL > NRC ),
P (NMRROW > NRR )} . (A.3)
The individual failure probabilities in the above equation are
given by
P (NMRCOL > NRC )

NCOL
+NRC 

NCOL + NRC
=
i

[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]

i=NRC +1

i
× PMRCOL
(1 − PMRCOL )NCOL +NRC −i
P (NMRROW > NRR )

NROW
+NRR 

NROW + NRR
=
i

[20]
[21]
[22]

i=NRR +1

i
(1 − PMRROW )NROW +NRR −i . (A.4)
× PMRROW

[23]

Hence, the overall memory failure probability is bounded as
[24]

PMEM (lower) < PMEM < PMEM (upper).

(A.5)

The design flow presented in Fig. 23 can be modified
to include the combined-redundancy scheme by minimizing
PMEM (upper) and PMEM (lower) by a proper choice of NRR
and NRC . A simple design flow can assume NRR = NRC .
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